
Tiny Fanatic III 2022
The information under this specific heading is information regarding the specific event of Tiny
Fanatic 2022, on the 26 november 2022.

● Time/date 26. november
● Place: Algade 36b, 4000 Roskilde
● 200 DKK
● 3 rounds
● 2000 points

Program for the weekend:
Saturday:
09:00 - 09:30 Registration
09:30 – 12:30 Game 1
12:30 – 13:00 Lunch and Best painted army voting
13:00 – 16:00 Game 2
16:00 – 16:30 Break.
16:30 – 19:30 Game 3.
19:30 – 20:00 Best Sportsmanship voting
20:00 - 20:30 Prizes
20:30 - 22:00 Hanging out and chilling :D

List submission deadline is 19. november at 23:59.

A big thanks to Copenhammer for helping with some of our tournaments as TO’s and judges!
:)



Fanatic 40k Core Player Pack
Code of conduct:
We aim to host tournaments of the highest possible quality and therefore a friendly and
competitive atmosphere is important to us.
We encourage you to clearly communicate with your opponent and play by intent. If in doubt
or you need clarification, reach out to the TO at the given event.
If a player obstructs the normal game flow, or intentionally breaks the rules, in their favor,
they will be given a deduction in VPs, a warning or even expulsion.

Gaming equipment:
Players should bring their own gaming equipment: dice, measuring tapes, objective markers.
Only standard dice are allowed.

Painting, proxies and conversions:
All models will have to be battle ready painted, if a player brings any unpainted models, the
player will have to play without those specific models. Unpainted models will not be allowed
in play.
Major conversions, proxies and third party models have to be approved by Fanatic staff in
advance. The proxies/conversions must also, to a reasonable degree, resemble the original.
To apply for approval write an email to Bettina at: Bettina@fanatic.dk .

Ruleset:
The latest Chapter Approved is always used, FAQs and codices prior to the event cut-off
date (The day you submit your army list). Armies should consist of up to 2000 points
battleforge strike force armies. We do allow Forge World units but legends are not allowed.

Time:
Games are expected to last no longer than three hours, this includes army presentation and
deployment. It is your own obligation as a player to notify your opponent in case of slow-play
(intentional or not) and if that doesn’t resolve the problem, contact a TO.

If the game is not completed within the timeframe, the end score will be the points that have
been scored within the time limit.

Terrain
Terrain always counts as having the required height for benefits/penalties to take effect, eg.
3” height for dense cover.
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Pairings and placings
We use the Best Coast Pairings app to run our tournaments. Players should submit their lists
using the app in Battlescribe minimal text format before the list submission deadline.
Failure to submit your list in time will incur a 10 VP/game penalty.

Ranking is done using the following metric:
1. Number of wins
2. Path to victory
3. Battle points
4. Tiebreakers

Pairings are done using the following metric:
1. Number of wins
2. Path to victory
3. Random

If there is an uneven number of players and also no stand-in, a player may get a bye, which
consists of an automatic win. In that case, the game is scored as a 70-10 win. The same
also goes if your opponent fails to show up, or is unreasonably late. Failure to submit a score
in time can result in a 0-0 score.

And most importantly, have fun everyone! :)

About Fanatic and Tiny Fanatic
tiny Fanatic is hosted by Fanatic, for more information on us, check out our website:
https://www.fanatic.dk/
Fanatic is a Danish store where the player experience is valued very highly, we therefore
have weekly game days in all stores. Once a year we host the Giant Fanatic tournament,
where we host a Grand tournament. If you have questions about the tournament or about us,
you are welcome to contact Bettina Thorvil at: Bettina@fanatic.dk
Bettina is our event organizer and will be able to answer any questions, furthermore if we
have used a picture with you in it and you would like it removed, you can likewise let us
know via the email address above.

About Copenhammer
Copenhammer is a group of tournament organizers for Warhammer 40k based in
Copenhagen, Denmark. Copenhammer and Fanatic Event’s are working together to make
the best possible 40k tournaments and members of Copenhammer are therefore tournament
organizers at Tiny Fanatic 2022.
Reach out to Copenhammer by joining their Discord server https://discord.gg/jr2pQnprae.
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